Dimensional Ledgestone—Corners

Corner Packaging for: Bronze | Platinum | Copper | Nickel

(Please note that 90-degree corners are available for the following: Apollo and Athena Ledgestones, Iris—Taurus—and Tungsten Ledge.)

General Information:
- Designed for tight-fit, fast installation.
- One sawn end, one natural end per piece (no full returns)
- Use for traditional 90 degree outside corners
- Lengths: 4" - 8"
- Heights: 2—1/2", 5" (product dependent)
- Squared Ends

Packaging / Quantities:
- 10 linear ft (box)
- 5 linear ft (1 bag) and increments thereof
- 100 linear ft (crate of 20 bags, each containing 5 linear ft)